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Ribbon Selector & Quick
Reference Stock Guide
Two very useful sales tools available from TTS

The TTS Ribbon Selector
The TTS ribbon selector is a very useful and unique tool which helps you identify the ribbon that
you need. Whether you search by printer type or ribbon grade, finding the most suitable ribbon
could not be quicker or easier. And with thanks
to your Business Development Manager, your
price list will be automatically built in, so you
are able see your buy price and your selling
price (just add in your margin) all in one place.

You can search by ribbon grade or printer type

Each item on the ribbon
selector is broken down into
sections which include the
minimum order quantity, the
box quantity and of course,
your price. You will also find
that each item is given a
stock letter A, B or C which
Indicates the kind of lead time the item is on.
This makes it extremely easy to place orders
and advise a delivery time.

A full list of stock sizes can be seen on each grade page

Can’t find the ribbon size that you need? This is not a problem as TTS can slit any size ribbon that
you require and the ribbon selector makes it easy for you to find the made to order rules of the
required size. You can find the made to order section at the bottom of every ribbon grade page.
Simply add in the details here and the ribbon selector will do the rest, displaying your price and
ordering rules.
Quick Reference Stock Guide
The quick reference stock guide is a fantastic tool available in PDF form which makes it even
quicker to find the required ribbon and price. Again, thanks to your Business Development
Manager your prices will be built in. This is a great document to print off and keep on hand for
when it is not always possible to access the ribbon selector on a computer.

For a copy of both your ribbon
selector and quick reference
stock guide, please contact
your Business Development
Manager today.

The Quick Reference Stock Guide lists all of the most popular
ribbons for each printer.
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